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Lesson 1 – Introductions and Needs 

1st – The outline of this book.  

2nd – The need of studying this book, or why study this book? 

3rd – The base assumptions of the book, or what is implicated by the title.  

Outline of this book: 

I. The Church as it relates to Jesus.  

1. Jesus loved and still loves the church 

II. The church defined.  

2. The church as defined by the Bible. 

3. The church described, as it should be seen by the outside world. 

4. The church in history. 

5. The marks of a true church.  

6. The purpose of the church. 

III. General churchmanship and membership. 

7. Biblical membership. 

8. Necessary membership 

IV. The church as it relates to you. 

9. Seven reasons you should join a church. 

10. Nine things to look for in a church. 

V. What you get out of the church. 

11. Means of grace. 

i. Private means of grace. 

ii. Public means of grace. 

12. Benefits of the church. 

i. Privileges. 

ii. Blessings. 

VI. What you put into the church. 

13. The responsibilities to the church.  

14. Attendance to the church. 

VII. Other practical applications and things for study. 

15. The requirements for church membership. 

16. Membership protocols. 

i. Application and acceptance.  

ii. Termination. 

17. Leaving the church: why and how. 

VIII. Final thoughts. 

18. Concluding thoughts on the church from great church figures. 
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The need of studying this book, or why study this book? 

1. W______________ – Be a Living Sacrifice - Romans 12:1-2 

 

2. W____________ – Learn and be Edified – Matthew 28:20a 

 

3. W_________ – Put on the whole armor of God. - Ephesians 6:10-18 

This roughly follows the outline of chapter 6, which is the purpose of the church in three reasons:  

1. Biblical worship. 

 

2. Instruction and edifications. 

 

3. Evangelization of the world with the gospel.  

 

The base assumptions of the book, or what is implicated by the title: “Jesus Loves The Church And So 

Should You.” 

At first glance, and those that are familiar with the church, it appears that there are two base 

assumptions: 

1. Jesus loves the church. This is covered in chapters 1 through 6. 

2. You should love the church too. This is covered in chapters 2 through 14. 

But there are many more assumptions that may not be so readily seen. 

3.   

4.   

5.   

6.   

7.   

There are even some assumptions to consider in the subtitle: “Studies in Biblical Churchmanship”  

8.   

9.   

10.   

Furthermore, just as with many books on biblical subjects, the author makes some assumptions about 

us: 

1. That we know our Bible. 

2. That we want to study this subject. 

3. That you will seriously consider your position. 

 

 


